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0. Introduction 
In recent discussions about the origin of Caribbean Creole grammars the copula 

systems of English lexified Caribbean Creoles have figured prominently since they are 
organizationally clearly distinct from those of their European lexifier .and are thus a 
possible example of··substrate and universal influenc~ on Creole formation. In Creoles 
different copula environments typically employ distinct copulas. In (I) the four copula· 
schemata for ·natural languages are exemplified with examples from Belize Creole (BC). 

(I) Examplesfrom Belize Creole 
I. NP+(Cop)+;NP equative2 (a) da kaaf da i bu! kaaf. 'That calf is his bull calf' 

· . (b) de da big sneks. 'They are big snakes.' . 

2. NP+(Cop)+POSSpossessive dis hol pis a laan da fo yu? 'This whole piece of 

land is yours.' 
3. NP+(Cop)+ADJ :attributive de pus de.~ fap. 'Those cats are intelligent. 

4. NP+(Cop)+LOC locative di oldes gyal deda kam.alot. 'The oldest girl is at 

Camalotte.' 
5. NP+(COP) existe11lial no wee els de. 'There isn't another way.' 

I'd like to thank Donald Winford for making the recordings of BC ·availal;,le to_ me. 
Equative constructions can be subdivided into (a) idei1tificatio11al and (b) 

attributive constructions. Some languages such as SM and SN employ differentiate 
between these constructions while others such as BC. GC and JC do not. 
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The examples in (1) show that equative ( I . I) and locative ( I . 4) constructions use distinct 
copulas while possessive (1.2) and existential (1.5) constructions involve the same copula 
as equative and locative constructions respectively, and adjectival construction (1.3) do 
not involve a copula element at all. 

Recent research on the copula domain has proposed two different scenarios of the 
emergence and development of the Creole copulas da and de based on research on the 
Surinamese Creoles, namely Sranan (SN) (Arends, 1989) and Saramaccan (SM) 
(McWhorter 1993). Arends (1989) traces the development of the copulas da and de in 
SN using historical data covering a period of roughly 300 years from 1650 to 1950. His 
analysis suggests that early SN did not employ copulas in any of the four environments in 
(I). Shortly after its emergence, however, the copula de was reanalyzed from the locative 
adverb 1k 'there' in predicative locative environments and the nominal copula .cl.a developed 
from the focus marker da functioning as a resumptive ·iii topic-comment constructions. 
Subsequent to its establishment in locative and existential . constructions, the copula de 
spread to certain adjectival, possessive and nominal environments. In the nominal domain 
1k eventually replaced da in descriptive environments involving an indefinite NP 
complement and in tensed and negative identificational constructions. de's establishment in 
descriptive environments led to the restriction of da to present identificational 
constructions. Concerning the emergence and development of the SN copulas de and da, 
Arends ( 1989) maintains that they are the result of substrate calquing partly reinforced by 
universal tendencies. · 

Mcwhorter ( 1993) examines the emergence of the copulas da and de in SM using 
elicited synchronic and diachronic data. Like Arends, he posits a stage in which copula 
absence was the.norm in all four copula environments. ·contrary to Arends,.however, ,he 
maintains that subsequent to de's establishinent · in locative environments it spread to 
equative, possessive, existential and certain adjectival contexts and became established 
there also. He posits a third stage in which the copula da was reanalyzed as an 
identificational copula from the non-verbal demonstrative da functioning as a resumptive 
pronoun in topic-comment constructions. da thus replaced de in this function. 
McWhorter (1993) maintains that the emergence ofda and de in SM and by extension in 
other Creoles is the result of language internal developments. He rejects any impact of 
substrate. influence. 

The aim of the present study is to provide further evidence in support of Arends' 
scenario of the. emergence and devel~pment of the Caribbean. English Creole (CEC) 
copulas da and de using natural synchronic data from BC. 

The BC copula system was chosen for this analysis since its copulas da and de are 
not as far along in the process of reanalysis as they are in other CECs such as SN and SM. 
Their hybrid character in BC may shed some light on the processes involved in their 
emergence and development. 
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The paper is organized as follows: Part one presents the findings from a 
quantitative analysis of copula occurrence in the data to give a reliable insight into the 
overall syntactic and semantic organization of the BC copula domain. Part two and three 
present a descriptive analysis of the function and status of !lli and de respectively in the 
data in an attempt to shed light on the emergence and development of their copula 
function in BC. Part four compares the organization of the copula, domain in BC to that 
of a few of its substrate languages in order to show the close correspondences between 
them. Part five summarizes the findings and proposes an account of the development of 
the two Creole copulas. 

1. Quantitative Analysis of Copula Occurrence in the BC Data 
The data for this study was collected by Donald Winford in 1992 in a rural 

community in Central Belize, some thirty miles from Belize City. It consists of recordings 
of natural, spontaneous conversations from seven speakers. Table I summarizes the age 
and gender of the participants. 

tie R · STable J. Gentler anti Ageof Ii art1c1pants m tlte ,pontaneous Com 1ersations 

PERSON GENDER AGE 
MsM. F 65 

MsB F 84 

R. J. M 40 

A.H. M 30 
S;B. M 50 

R. Y. M 63 

H. w. M 63 

All participants are natives of that commµnity and have been living their for the greater 
part bf their lives and with the exception ·of the field worker (A. H.) who is a teacher, all 
other participants 'follow occupations typical for rural Belize such as farmer, seamstress, 
chiclero, trapper and hunter. 

The data yielded a total of 961 present and past copula tokens involving the copula 
variants da, de, the forms of fill and copula absence. Examples involving these variants in 
present and past nominal (NP), locative (LOC) ·and adjectival (ADJ) environments are 
given in {2).and (3) respectively. 

(2) E.-camples ofPresent Copula Constructions in tlte Data 
_NP. . 

I. di Iii boy da di senta de. 'The little boy is the focus of attention there.' 
2. di man da akompliS med~zin man. The man is an accomplished medicine man.' 
3. da man gwa Iii, Iii piknea. 'That man is a little, little child.' 
4. di nem g set,! wed balJ, no au? 'The name is Settle Wade Bank, isn't it?' 
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S. rfyu wan get ap ten oklok dat da fo yu b~nes. 'Ifyou ~t to get up at ten 
. o'clock, that's your business.' 

_ADJ 
· ,l. ay no, de pus de HJap.'I know, the cats are intelligent.'· 

2. evriti.g iz fain. 'Everything is fine.' 

_LOC . . . . . 
I. de ma.finari de up ya. The machinery is up there.' 
2. wee paat i d&. 'where is she?' 
3. hi an mrs1s lus Hde. 'He and Mrs Luce·are there;' 
4. i se, wee E. Z.'~ 'Where is E. Z.?" 
5. 1fyu wan anillg, di komrsmr fide. 'Ifyou want'anyt_hing. the comissaire is there.' 
6. no wee els de. 'there isn't another ;ay.' 
7. derz a pies fo yu tu. 'There is a possibility for you to make money here too.' 

(3) _Examples ofPast Copula Constructions in.the Data 
_NP 

I. bifo i stap workm, i aplesan bwai. 'Before he stqpped working he was a nice 
.. guy.'' 

2. a juuzta soo tl den wen i d.i Iii bwai. 'I used to sew. for them when he was a little 
boy.' ' 

3. A: bat V . .dLm! di breensman bat B. hi fiA man layk Joo af. 'but V. was the 
brairisman but B liked to show off, he still likes to. show off.' 

4. di man waz a veri gud man ta di kampani.'The .man was a very good man to the 
' ' ... company.' 

S. da kampani namba wan mah•. 'It was tlie number ori.e man ·in the company.' 
6. yes .man, i [the power saw] flay bak, A. se. an-i gaan rayt ap layk ·wa bulet an i 

gaan fastn ap ena wi!.· hrednat krat.f ap de., bat hay. an de no faal di hrednat 
bekaaz di brednat big.... wat, mahagni wak da rieva: d3ok; ·d_a d30k atai rrian. ', 
Yes, man; it flew back; A said. and it V:.ent right up like a bullet and it_ fastened u~' · 
in a brednut tree crutch up there. but higli. And they didn't fell the breadnut ' · · .. 
because the breadnut was too big....what, mahogany work wasn't ajo~e. it wasn't 
a~b~~ · · 

_ADJ 
1. so dende taym IIIJZ wcr brayta clan nou. 'At that time. things were brighter than 

. now.' 
_2. Ilg _waz tJiip, doz taym tJiip, Ug waz tJiip: 'Things ~ere cheap, those times were · 

cheap, tings wer~ cheap:' 
3. bat de no-noo di man ~ krezi_.'But they didn't know the man was crazy.'3 • 

4. apr11.lSth a waz64. 'On:april 15th I.was64'.1 • · · 

It had been esta_blished in previous discourse that the man had died. 
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5. an we gaan,. wen a get a luk pan di man yu no waan mek dis, but nou i behev 
ruud yeno, i staata kos. so m1sta W., laad, i no no wee fi do wid i self di we 
hau i gsad fi sii hau i breda .., 'and we went [to see him]. When I got to look at 
the man, you couldn't believe this, but now he behaved rude, you know, he started 
to cuss so Mr W., Lord, he didn't know what to do with himself the way he was so 
sad to see how his brother...' 

6. bekaaz dat da dis yea ay mlnpregnan w1d yu. 'Because that was the year I was 
pregnant with you.' 

_LOC 
I. A: a tel ii. [police] wee hapan, i se a gwam wid yu an wen we get de me an hi 

an S., i neva tek no tairn fo fayn de skm. 'A told him what happened and he said 
I am going with you and when we got there, me and him and S , he didn't take 
long to find the skin.' B: o yu bran gj de? 'Oli, the brand was there? 

2...: yes di tu~ a wi bran gjde fo me bran gde and S. bran. 'Yes both our brands 
were there, my brand was there and S. brand.' 

3. yu no di ada dee ant F. m1 ode. 'The other day aunt F. was there.' 
4. J.. n11 de 8.ljl de yestadee tuu. 'J. was out there yesterday too.' 
s':_ da gyal wazrayt ena da yaad de. 'That girls was right there in that yard.' 
6. yea, -a fraytn beka a di luk fo samtm we a no no we paat i de. 'Yeah, I was 

frightened because I was looking for something which I didn't know where it was.' 
7. A: ... P. P: go rayt ena i haus, rayt de nau da P.iua aldrin, i m1 gat fra wen yu 

m1 kuda get a, sprmkl a rayt pan i ziilIIJ, an i go baut i bisnes, no wa wsm iit 
P. P. haus. B: an no baad no de ena de. 'A: P. P. went right in his house, right 
there was pure aldrin, he had it from when you were still able to get it, he sprinkled 
it right on the ceiling, and he went about his business and no worm ate P. P.'s 
house. B: And there wasn't anything in there?' 

In the analysis the equative category includes both descriptive and identificational 
environments. Possessive and cleft constructions have also been included among nominal 
environments since they involve the same variants and similar patterns of variability. The 
locative category includes both locative and existential tokens. Tables (2) and (3) present 
the percentage distribution .and corresponding number of tokens for each copula variant in 
present and past environmen\s by the following grammatical environment. 

Table 2.: Distribution oftlte Four.Present Copula Variants by the Following 
Grammatical Environment 

de da 0 be TOTAL 

NP - 83% (250) 5% (14) 12% (37) 301 

ADJ - - 90% (140) 10%(]4) 154 

LOC .62% (53) - 32% (28) 6% (5) 86 

TOTAL 9,o/~ (53) 47% (250) 34% (182) 10% (56) 541 
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Table 3.: Distribution ofthe Four Past Copula Variants by the Following 
Gra111matica/ Environment 

de' da' 0• beb TOTAL 
NP· - . 88%(149) 4% (6) 8% (14) . 169 

ADJ ·• - 82%.(63) 18% (14) 77 

LOC 69% (120) - 27% (47) 4%(7) 174 

TOTAL 29% (120) 35% (149) 28%(116) 8% (35) 420 

a This factor includes tokens modified by IUI and those unmodified by !!!!, 
b This factor includes past and present forms ofl!!;.· 

The quantitative analysis of copula occurrence in the BC basilect rev~ls a typical 
CEC copula system in which each environment employs a distinct variant. Equative 
environments involve the- variant ~. locative environments _involve the variant de and in 
predicative adjectival environments copula absence is categorial. The categorial absence 
ofcopulas preceding predicative adjectives suggests that predicative· adjectives have verbal 
status in BC•.· This analysis is confirmed by the examples in (4) which illustrate their 
behavior with.respect to tense, aspect, and negation markers. Like regular verbs - see the 
examples in (5) - predicative adjectives in BC can be directly modified by the relative past 
marker m1, the ne~tion marker np. and the modal mosi. 

(4.1) Pretlicatil'e At{jecti1•es +Tense 
di kou-de 1111 tem. 
the cow~PL PAST tam_e 
The cows were tame.' 

(4.2) Pre,licati,,e At{jecti1•es +Modal 
di bwai mosi .big.. 
the boy - MOD big 
'The boy is very likely big.' (Young, 1973: 260) 

(4.3) Predicati1~ Adjectil'eS +Negation 
1f yu · kII a, di rat! . !JQ gud. 
if ·you kill it, the · . rattle snake ·NEG· good· 
'If you kill it, the rattle snake isn't be any good.' 

(5.1) Verbs+ Tense ' 
a wa giv unu wa djok. 
I FUT give you-pl a joke 
'I will tell you all a joke.' 

(5.2} Verbs + Tense/Aspect 
me an M. 011 di plan bat Ji lJJl tiil · gud .... 
me and M. PAST PROG plan but _she -NEG feel . _good 
'I and M. had_ been planning this but then she didn't feel well...' 
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The quantitative analysis (see tables 2 and 3) demonstrates that all environments 
involve marginal patterns of variation. The fonns of~ in all three environments are the 
result of code-switching4 with Standard Belize English. The alternation between da and 
copula absence and de and copula absence in nominal and locative environments 
respectively represents system inherent variation. Following the assumption that 
synchronic patterns of intra-systemic variation in language use are the result of diachronic 
change, it seems plausible to assume that the instances of copula absence in equative and 
locative environments represent relics of an earlier stage of BC in which copula absence 
was the nonn in these environments. 

2. A Functional Analysis of rut in the Data 
This section investigates the syntactic and semantic status of da with a view to 

determining how gg came to be established in its equative copula function.. 
Examples (6) to (I 0) list all the functions ofd!l in the data. 

(6) Demonstratfre Determiner daf!l 
1. da bukut !if da fl trowe. 'That bukut leafis for throwing away.' 
2. da tIIJ da Ion buJ. 'That place is pure bush.' 

(7) Demonstrative Pronoun da(t) 
I. rain biit wi bat da no stnp wi. 'Rain was pouring but that dfdn't stop us.' 
2. dat min yu kud kip tu a den. 'That means you could keep two of them.' 
3. so yu no wan lus dat. 'So you don't want to lose that.' 

(8) Locational and Directional Preposition !la 
I. a gaan da skuul da l!monal [ ...] a nev:i gat no trabJ da lunonal. 'I went to school 

in Limonal [... ) (and) I never had any trouble in Limonal.' 
2. da rnahngani gaan haya dan dis payn tri gaan wred3 isef ma wa kratJ da tap 

de. 'That mahogany tree went higher than this pine tree and wedged itself into a 
crutch at the top there/on top there.' , 

3. wi trav,l ma do:ri go da jb!J baIJ. 'We travelled in a lorry to Young's' Bank.' 
4. ay get ap da maanm. 'I get up in the morning.' 

(9) Presentative/Focus da 
I. da vali da di breynsman. 'It isValli (who) was the intelligent one.' 
2. da :ipn savana. 'That is open savanna.' 
3. da tu de krl. 'It's two they killed.' 

( 10) Copula da 
1. da snek @ rat! snek. 'That snake is a rattle snake.' 
2. mi da di neks wan w,e i wa k1l. 'I am the next one he wants to kill.' 
3 Ol ma Reesi - wi da fas kasm. 'Old ma Reesi - we are first cousions.' 
4 a neva no you@ mi oparnta bek de. 'I never knew you were an operator then.' 
5 dat da no fo di smaal fama. 'That [loan] is not for the small farmers.' 

This conclusion was reached by a study investigating copula variability in two 
speech styles in the same community (See Migge 1994a). 
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In its demonstrative function da deictically identifies a referent. When functioning 
as a locational or directional preposition da locates an activity, state or entity in space. As 
a focus marker da singles out an entity or property from a closed set of possibilities and in 
its equative copula function da expresses association between the referent of its 
complement and its subject. 

Examples ( 6) to ( I 0) clearly illustrate that dais a hybrid form in BC. As is typically 
the case with hybrid forms, da resists categorial linguistic classification since it embraces 
the properties of several morpheme classes. According to Heine, Claudi and Hunnemeyer 
(1991 · 231) hybrid forms like ill! constitute a grammaticalization chain with its status 
ranging from more deictic to more predicational. Grammaticalization chains "are found at 
the intersection of overlapping stages of the 'no longer quite X but not yet quite Y type". 
Viewed in this way, grammaticalization chains "reflect linguistically what has happened 
on the way from more 'concrete' to more 'abstract' .contents, and they make it possible to 
reconstruct that process" (Heine, Claudi & Huennemeyer 1991: 231 )5. 

Devonish and Pochard (1986) suggest that the dem.onstrative function of da 
represents the source concept of da's grammaticalization chain since "the predominant 
deictic meaning in the demonstratives may be what is shared to varying degrees by the 
other manifestations of l! and da [ ... ] in the language" (111). Since da's copula function, 
however, is closely related to its focus function this section mainly focuses on these two 
functions of ill! and their relationship to each other and its demonstrative function. 

3. I. Focus l!a 
Both the fact that the focus marker da and the demonstrative pronoun da show 

formal identity and have a deixis function suggest that the focus/topicalizer function of da 
illustrated in (9) is directly related to the demonstrative function of da. In focus or cleft 
constructions ill! occurs sentence or clause initially and directly precedes the focused 
constituent which is moved to the front of the sentence in ihe case of object NPs and PPs 
and copied to the front of the sentence in the case of Vs. Examples ( I 1) through ( 17) 
illustrate the types of constituents which can be focused by da in BC. 

(11) da + Subject NP 
A: so di man tiit.f yu wa lat baut dis medrsm? 'So, the man taught you a lot 

about this medicine?' 
B: yes man, ck: he tell mi baut dis medrsm eno. 

yes man, FOC he tell me about this medicine you-know. 
'Yes man, it was~ who told me about this medicine.' 

1 do not want to imply here that all of da's different uses in BC are necessarily the 
result of a BC internal process of grammaticalization in which a deictic pronoun 'that' 
developed in the direction of a predicator. It is equally likely that several of da's uses in 
BC were adopted from its substrate languages. To determine this additional data, 
particularly historical data, and data on its input languages is required. 
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(12) tl!J. + Ob,iect NP 
A: ka mi da di neks wii we i wii kll. 'Because I am the next one he will kill.' 
B: yti oon san? 'Your own son?' 

A: mi oon san, da mi wii kl!. 

my own son, FOC nie he want kill 
'My own son, it's me he wants to kill.' (not someone else) 

(13) tl!J. +PP 
ay no we-paat W.R. hv... so, da betwiin E. M. an W.R. we 

I know where W. R. live ... so FOC between E. M. and W. R. where 

di faal de. 

the fall is. 
'I know where W.R. lives ... so, it's between E. M and W.R. where the fall is.' 

(14) ,la+ ADJ 
A: yee meen! bat dende da mi kwaliti piipl, man.(... ] 'Yeah man! But they 

were quality people; man.' 
B: da truu dat, da truu dat. 

FOC true that, FOC true that 

'That's true, that's true.' 
(15) d!!.+ADV 

A: we yu hafu do, yu hafu kiip wii tuu a di Joat [ ... ]. 'What you have to do, 

you have to keep one, two shoat [hogs].' 
B: da so we di bwai tel mi. 

FOC so what the boy tell me 
'It's ill!§ what the boy tells me.' · 

(16) tl!J.+ WH
A: beka fa we v1k3 kaunsII tJeemen, we! is a tJeeledi, bat Ji no iben de ya nou. 

'Because our village council chairman, well it's a chairlady, but she isn't even here 
now.' 

B: da hu dat, man? 

FOC who that man 
'Who is that, man?' 

(17) tla + V 
da pie we pie sundee moonm, dan natm els. 

FOC play we play sunday morning, done nothing else 

'We played suriday mornings, we didn't do anything else.' 

Examples (II) to (17) clearly demonstrate that the focus and demonstrative 
pronoun function of da are clearly distinct syntactically and functionally. Focus da 
functions as a predicator for a wide variety of constituents while demonstrative da 
deictically modifies nouns only. Focus da's behavior with respect to the placement of 
tense, aspect and negation markers illustrated in (I 8), however, suggests that focus da is 
derived from the non-verbal demonstrative pronoun da. 
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(18.1} Focusda+Tense . 
A: beka fo wi v1hd3 kauns1l \feeman, wel IZ a tJeeledi, bat Ji no iben de ya nau. 

'Because our village council .chairman, well it's a chairlady, but she isn't even here 
now.' 

B: da hu dat? 
'Who's that?' 

A: da' m1 Mrs.K.. 
FOC PAST MrsK. 
'It was Mrs. K..' 

(18.2) Focus da + Modal 
a no wa bwai B. J., bat da da YaIJ bwai. da 

know. a boy B. J., but DEM COP young boy. FOC 
mos i san. 
mos i san. 
MOD his son 
'I know a boy called B. J., but it's a young boy. It must be his son.' 

(18.3) Focus d!I. +Negation 
A: da mi sun gaan lad de? 

'Is it my son who went to load there?' 
B: da no hi, da i neks kasin [ ... ] 

FOC NEG he, FOC his next cousin 
'It's not him, it's his next cousin.' 

Unlike other verbal items in BC, focus da is followed rather than preceded by the relative 
past marker m1, the modal ID.Q§ and the negation marker no. This marked pattern is most 
likely a relic of!la's non-verbal origin. 

3, 2. Cleft Constructions in BC 
The literature on cleft constructions suggests that they fall into at least two 

subgroups, so-called contrastive clefts and emphatic clefts also referred to as 
1111acce11ted-a11aphoric:foc11s clefts. The two types of cleft constructions are syntactically 
similar, however, differ in their function and intonation from each other. The examples in 
(19) illustrates contrastive cleft constructions. 

(I 9. I) Contrasti11e Chits 
A: da wa yu got ena de? miit? 

FOC what yu got in there? meat? 
'... What do you have in there?Meat?' 

B: da kastaad apl. 
FOC custard apple 
'It's a custard apple.' (not meat) 
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(19.2) a man catches sight ofa 'black thing' in the forest and describes its properties 
wondering what it is ... den rialaiz da wii fiJ. 

then he realize FOC a fish 

'Then he realizes it's a fish.' (not a snake, say) 

In the contrastive cleft construction illustrated in ( 19) da singles out the referent of 
the XP following it from among a closed set of possibilities as the only one which qualifies 
as the correct answer to the question in (19.1) or as the only one which fits the particular 
description in (19.2). Thus, as a contrastive focus marker da signals contrastiveness, 
emphasis, and exhaustiveness (Declerck 1988: 227). 

Emphatic da primarily indicates emphasis as illustrated in (20). 

(20) Empltatic Cleft 
A: dat da mi an Visente, hi da wa ol devrl. 

'This was me and Vicente, he is an old devil.' 
B: yea, da trabl man. 

yeah FOC trouble man 
'Yeah, he is really a trouble maker.' 

In (20) the NP following da does not represent new information. Here da merely 
emphatically reaffirms old information. In emphatic cleft constructions the foregrounded 
constituent is only weakly stressed. The data suggest that the contrastive focus function 
of da is much more wide-spread than its emphatic function. 

The data also included cleft construction of the structure da da XP in which a 
dummy pronoun da precedes the focus marker ml as shown in (21 ). 

(21.1) da tla XP Clefts in BC 
A: yee twelv auaz Jang, da da wa bmt af a fiJ. 

yeah, twelve hours long DEM COP one brute of a fish 
'Yeah, twelve hours long, it's one brute of a fish.' 

B: da da wa brg frJ (...] 
DEM COP one big fish 

It's a really big fish.' 
(21.2) yu si da ledi yonda srt daun de, da da M. 

you see that lady there sit down there DEM COP M. 
'Do you see that lady over there who sits down there, it's M. 

Functionally, these constructions are similar to the da XP constructions; they can be used 
contrastively and emphatically. They are also roughly as common in the BC data as the da 
XP type presented above. Out of a total of 302 cleft tokens in the data 13 0 involved the da 
da XP type and 1 72 the da XP type. 
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3'. 3. Focus .l!il and Copula fill 
Arends assumes that the equative copula function of da in SN derived from the 

quasi resumptive function of focus da in topic-comment constructions. The hypothesized 
process of the emergence of the copula use ofda is illustrated in (22). 

(22) Hypot/tesis oftlte De1•elopment ofCopula tla 
(a) [NP] [ dar00 +NP] =>(b) [NP] [~p-noml [NP] 

TOPIC COMMENT SUBJECT COP PREDICATE 

In stage (a) the topic consisting of an NP followed by a short pause directly precedes the 
comment which consists of a cleft construction involving contrastive da followed by an 
NP. Due to heavy usage, however, the contrastive stress pattern of the construction gets 
leveled and a process of semantic bleaching leads to the elimination of the contrastive 
aspect of da's semantics. Subsequently, the topic-comment structure is reanalyzed. In the 
resulting structure illustrated in (22b) the topic has been reinterpreted as a subject, the 
focus marker as a copula and the NP following !:!.a as a predicate. · 

Several facts suggest that the copula function of !:!.a in BC developed as 
hypothesized in (22). First, the recordings examined for this study include topic-comment 
constructions of the type hypothesized in (22a), see (23). 

(23.1) Topic-Comment Constructions in tlte Data 
A: yu no, ol H. mr laik mi. ol H. juuz t:i kaal mi R. [ ... ] 

'You know, old H. liked me. Old H. used to call me R.... ' 
B: H.B., da da E. W. grampa. 

H.B. DEM COP E. W. grandfather 
'Hasat Banner, that's/it's/he's E. W.'s grandfather.' 

(23 .2) ... da wii de mr hav fiftiin ratl pan i tel. de se, 

'... that one there had fifteen rattles on its tail. They say 
di amaun a rat! we de gat pan di tel, da da di age. 

the amount of rattles which they got on the tail DEM COP the· age 
'the amount of rattles which they have on the tail, it's their age.' 

(23.3) 
so de gaan de an ask di man 1f i kud gi de bd3m beka so moa a de de behain de kam. 

'So, they went there and asked the man ifhe could give them lodging because some more 
of them are coming behind them.' 

bat di fas doori we kam, da da di krab do01'i. 

but the first canoe which came, DEM COP the ??? canoe 
'But the first canoe that came, it was the canoe with the food.' 

(23. 4) A: da tri rait da fran de, da swiit krabo tu? 

· that tree right in front there, FOC sweet ??? too 
'That tree right in front there, it's a sweet carbbo too?' 

B: yee swiit, de tri we yu side. 
'Yeah the tree which you see there is sweet.' 
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The examples above involve an NP - the topic - followed by a pause - indicated by the 
comma - and a clefted NP phrase - the comment. The majority of the topic-comment 
constructions in the data invcilve the da da XP cleft type in which the. dummy pronoun da 
precedes the focus marker ml since the da XP type cleft has come to be analyzed as a 
COP+NP structure in this environment. 

Second, the copula and focus function of@ are also functionally similar. · Both 
function as predicators in BC. The only difference between the two being that focus da 
also acts as a dummy subject since XPs combining with focus fill do not require a subject 
whereas those combining with copula da do. This suggests that in the process of 
reanalysis from the focus marker to the copula the pronominal nature of da was eliminated 
while the predicational function was retained. 

Third, the two functions of da are further similar functionally in that they relate 
two entities. Focus da relates the referent of the XP following it to the topic and the 
copula .relates the referent of the predicate to the referent of the subject. Jhe only 
difference between the two functions is that focus da singles out a particular element or a 
particular kind of information from a closed set of possibilities and proclaims it as the only 

, relevant information about the topic whereas copula da only expresses association 
between two referents. 

Fourth, copula ml also shows the same behavior as focus da with respect to the 
placement of tense, aspect, and negation markers, see (24). 

(24.1). Copula da + Te11se 
hi da n11 pastl!, da lrmonal. 

he COP PAST pastoral Limonal 

'He was the pastor at Limonal.' 
(24.2) Copula du. +Aspect 

Mieri da don wii tiitfa. 
Mary COP RES a teacher 

'Mary is already a teacher.' (Winford p.c.) 
(24. 3.)Copul" +Modal 

Jan da mos wii pooliis. 

Jan COP·· OBL a policeman 
'Jan must be a policeman' (Winford p.c.) 

(24.4} Copula tla + Negfltio11 
grampi Qt!. 110 :mli snek man ya. 

Grampi COP NEG only snake man here 
'Grampy isn't the only snake man here.' 

Unlike other predicates in BC, .copula dais followed rather than preceded by tense, aspect, 
and negation markers. The most plausible explanation seems to be that copula da 
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inherited this post-verbal pattern from focus @. It represents a fossilized pattern, i.e. 
despite its functional similarity to verbs in BC copula dll still lacks their morphological 
trappings. da's behavior with respect to tense, aspect and negation markers in BC partly 

. contrasts with other varieties of CEC such as Jamaican Creole (JC) and Guyanese Creole 
(OC) in which da or its variant .11 can be.preceded by the relative past marker. §_n/bin as the 
examples in (25) illustrate. 

(25) fI. in JC and GC 
I. Im ena wan pnti , . gyal. (JC) 

she PAST-COP one pretty girl 
'She was a pretty girl.' (Alleyne 1980: 89). 

· 2. jan bina ' di Iiida. (GC) 

John PAST-COP the leader -. 

'John was the leader.' (Winford I 993: I 6 I) 
, . . . . 

Finally, 'the question remains why fo~us @ was reanalyzed as ,an equative copula 
although it is not resiricted to focusing NPs. The only possible explanation for this is that 
ih the great majo,rity of the cases focus da Predicates NP constituents. This is exactly what 
the data suggests. Out of a total of 172 da XP tokens only 3 5 involve a nori.-NP 
complement while 13 7 involve a NP complement. 

In the data·the nominal copula use of da seems to be well,.established, however, 
and distinct from its focus use. As. demonstrated. in (26) copula dain BC occurs sentence 
medially between all types of NPs including possessive NPs (fo XP) while .focus da is 
always found at the edge of the phrase followed also by non-NP constituents .. Moreover, 
the complement of focus@ is stressed while that ofcopula dais not. 

(26) d!J.'s Syntactic Frame 
I. mi da di dwmtlman. 'I am the gentleman.' 

2. da kaaf da i bu! kaaf'That calf is his bullc,alf' 

3. mi da led. 'I am Larry.' 

4. di man da m1 wii larezi man. ThE, man was a crazy man.' 

5. di man da m1 akompli[medsin man. 'The man is an accomplished medicine man.' 

6. dis kau da lo m1: 'This is my cow.' 

7. a no no 1f da Iii hsd da m1 lb vu. 'I didn'.t know if that little herd was yours.' 

8. dis ho! piis a laan da lb vtf? 'This whole piece ofland·is yours?' · 

Last but not least something needs to· be said about equative c~nstructions 
involving copula absence. As the quantitative analysis shows, copula absence ih equative 
constructions is marginal in the data. The examples itself do not allo'w any generalization 
other than that the appearance of copula absence in BC is not rule governed but appears 
to be rando111: (2 7) p~esel)ts zero copula. c9nstructions in the data· and (28) matches them 
with equivalent ones involving copulas. :. 
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(27) Copula Absence in Equatilie Constructions 
1. da man fl wa Iii Iii d3ok:i. 'The man is a little joker.' 
2. R. waif flMs W. 'R's wife is Ms W..' 
3. befo i stap wskm, i fl plesan bwai. 'Before he stopped working, he was a. 

pleasant person.' 
4. mi flno di tuul. 'I am not the tool.' 
5. da hu fl fat man dis ya nau kam hag mi ap? 'Who is this man here now who is 

hugging me?' 
6. da hu u. dat nau. 'Who is that now?' 

(28) Equil'(ilent Constructions lnvofring a Copula 
' 1. w1tJ wa da dat. 'Which one is that.' 

2.. wat da unu teknik wen yu t.\':>p de tri? 'What's your. technique when you cut the 
tree.' 

3. yu da mi wa gud t.fiikl man. 'You were a good chiclero.' 
4. aldrin da dedli poisn. 'Aldrin is a deadly poison.' 
-5. unu da paatna. 'You are partners.' 

At this point it is not possible to determine da's behavior in sentence final position 
since the data did not include any sentences requiring a nominal copula in that position. 

In summary, the analysis showed that the equative copula function of da derived 
from its focus function and that the two uses of da are functionally and syntactically 
distinct today. 

3. A FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF!!!: IN THE DATA 
Example (29) through (32) demonstrate that de is similarly multifunctional in BC as da. 

(29) Locative Copula de 
1. i deda belmopan. 'He is at Belmopan.' 
2. de matiralz de :ip ya. 'The work materials are UP here.' 
3. tel mista h1k1tiknt we paat yu boyfren de. 'Tell Mr. Hikitikrit where your 

boyfriend is.' 
4. evrilllJ de ena da buk. 'Everything is in this book.' 

(30) Existential cle 
I. no wee els de. 'there isn't another way.' 
2. dende taim no haiwee neva m1 de. 'At.that time there weren't any highways.' 

(31) Den1onstratii•e de 
1. wen a get bek de, da d31mb:, lagun ... 'When I get back there, to Jimbo Lagoon... ' 
2. b:it vali de rayt de. 'but Vally was right there.' 
3. a lat a rab1J m1 di de. 'A lot of rubbish was there.' 
4. da hu m1 set! d&. 'Who settled there?' 
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5. da u·i rait da frant de, da swiit krabo tu? 'That tree right in fro_nt there, it's a 
sweet crabbo too?' 

6. A. F., da da ap da hrl bll!J de. 'A. F., it's up at Hill Bank there.' 
(32) Progressi1•e!Habitual Auxiliary fll 

1. di man jiJ taak aal di taim_. 'The man is talking all the time.' 
2. J. d! draiv wii greeda. 'J. is still driving a grader.' 
3. i famjli dltriit mi s9 gud, 'His family always treated me so well.' 
4. aal di botlde dlrol baut ena blaad.' All the bottles were rolling around in blood.' 

In its locative copula function QJl relates the. referent of the subject ~xpression to.a space 
referred to by Q.!l's complement. When functioning as an existential copula de expresses 
the existence of an entity, its subject, and the demonstrative de identifies an entity or 
location. And finally the auxiliaiy ill which is already· fairly distinct phonologically from 
the other three uses of de locates . an entity in an action expre_ssing the continuity or 
habituality of that action. (Pochard and Devonish 1986). As in the case of Ql!, Ms 
polysemic nature suggests that it constitutes a grammaticalization chain of which de's 
demonstrative use is the source concept. The analysis focuses on the relationship between 
locational de and copula de since copula de most likely developed out of this function. 

3. 1. Demonstrative ru: , 
The demonstrative de has two slightly different uses in BC, one is deictic and the 

other locational. In its deictic use illustrated in (33) de functions as a postposed nominal 
modifier/demonstrative. 

(33.1) Deictic{!£ 
de d3ob de da dend3arns wsk. 
the job there COP · dangerous work 
'The job there [ chiclero] is dangerous work.' 

(33.2) da wii de mi hav flftiin rat! pan tel. 
that one there PAST have fifteen rattles on his tail . 
'That one there [snake] had fifteen rattles on its tail.' 

(33.3) da big · gyal waz rait ena da yaad de. 
that big girl was right in that yard there 
'That big girl was right in thatyard there.' 

Deictic de which is part of the NP can establish anaphoric reference to any. kind of 
previously specified entity. ·· In contrast to deictic de locational QJl illustrated by the 
examples in (34) expresses that an entity or action is present in the location de 
anaphorically refers to. Locational de is part of the VP and occurs sentence/clause finally. 
However, as ·illustrated by (34.4) it ca:n optionally be followed by a PP which specifies the 
location more precisely. · 
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(34. 1) Locational de 
de Iii bwai da di senta de. 
the little boy COP the centre there 
'The boy is the centre there.' 

(34.2) yu da yu oon man bek de. 
you COP your own man back there 
'You are your own man back there.' 

(34.3) a no no ,r da hed gaan de o tee! 

NEG know if FOC his head gone there or his tail 
'I didn't know if it was his head that went there or his tail.' 

(34.4) wen de get bek de da d31mbo lagun wepaat de man de 

when they get back there to Jimbo Lagoon wherepart the man COP 

'When they get back there to Jimbo Lagoon where the man was .... ' 

3. 2. Locational !I!: and Copula !I.I: 
The locational function of@ in BC seems io have given rise to de's copula use. In 

(3 5) I present the hypothesized process of reanalysis . 

.(3 5) Hypotlze~is ofthe De,•elopment of Copula d£. 
(a) [NP] [ dei.o;; + (PP,oc )] -> (b) [NP] [~

0 
p-1ocl [PP,""] 

SUBJECT PREDICATE SUBJECT COP PREDICATE 

(35) assumes that the locative copula de was reanalyzed from the locational use of 
~. Essentially, (35a) posits that BC passed through a stage in which locative predicates 
directly followed the subject and 'double locative' constructions involving the adverb de 
followed by a PP were acceptable. The structure in (35a) then underwent a process of 
rebracketing resulting in (3 Sb) in which the locational adverb de functions as the locative 
copula and the PP as the locational predicate. 

In support of (35) I present three pieces of evidence from the BC data. First, as 
demonstrated by the quantitative analysis roughly 30% of all the locative tokens in the 
data involve copula absence. Copula absence is most frequent preceding the locational 
adverb de. Out of a total of 86 locative copula tokens involving the locational adverb de 
as a complement 48 employ the copula de whereas 38 tokens show copula absence. 
Compared to locative constructions involving other kinds of locational complements, this 
rate of copula absence preceding locational de is rather high. Out of a total of 162 tokens 
with 'non-de' locational complements only 37 involve copula absence while 125 employ 
the copula de. Locative constructions involving copula absence are 'shown in (36). 

(36. i) ·Copula Absence in Locati,•e Constructions 
di boot g std da Beliz 

the boat COP still LOC Belize 
'The boat is still at Belize.' 
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(36.2) aal di tfstJ da M. m1 f!. de. 

all the church from M. PAST COP there 
'All the church (people) from M. were there.' 

(36.3) J. f!. aut de dat taim. 

J. COP out there that taim 
'J. was out there that time.' 

Second, the data includes locative constructions which involve a locative 
complement of the structure proposed in (35a). 

(3 7. I) Copula Constructions witlt ·a <le+PP Complement 
1 hed de rayt de ena gi museum de. 
his head COP right there in the museum there 

'Its (the snakes) head is right there in the museum there.' 
(37.2) de an mi brada mI de rait de gens ill waal. 

they and my brother PAST COP right there against the wall 
'They and my brother were right there against the wall.' 

Third, semantically, de in its locational functionis a l*ely choice for a reanalysis to 
a locative copula since it is semantically relatively unspecified. In clause final position 
locational de essentially states that the referent of the subject is present in the location it 
anaphorically refers to. Its dependency on a locational referent makes it highly ambiguous 
in discourse and therefore requires specification by juxtaposing an optional PP following 
it. Since a PP was probably frequently juxtaposed to locational de in predicative locative 
constructions,· de's locational semantics got bleached leading to a situation in which de no 
longer functions as a locational anaphora but simply expresses the presence of the subject 
in the location specified by the PP. The process of reanalysis to a copula was completed 
when de started taking adverbial complements like de 'there' and ~ 'here' as illustrated in 
(38) and (39). · 

(38) ,le + de Constructions 
di tu a we bran !ii de. 
the two of our brands COP there 
'Our two brands were there.' 

(39) tie +ya Constructions 
onli mi de .Yf!. 
only COP here 
'Only I was here.' 

As shown in ( 40) the locative copula de is regularly preceded by tense, aspect and 
negation markers. · · · 
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(40.1) Tense+de 
juni 1111 de aut de. 
Juni PAST COP out there 
'Junie was out there.' 

(40.2) Aspect+ de 
wa big fat ledi vuuztu de doIJ de. 
one big fat lady PASTHAB COP down there 
'A big fat lady used to live down there.' 

(403) Negation +,le 
Si 110 de ya. 
she NEG COP here 
'She is not here.' 

This is surprising given de's non-verbal origin. However, when considering the examples 
in ( 41) which involve copula absence and locational de as the predicate, copula de's 
behavior with respect to tense, aspect and negation markers becomes less odd. 

(41.1) Tense +Adi' de 
yu no, di ada dee ant F. 111[9 de. 
you know the other day aunt F. PAST there 
'The other day aunt F. was there.' 

(41.2) Negation+ Adi• de 
da taim di gyal 1109 de. 
that time the girl NEG there 
'That time the girl was not there.' 

The examples in ( 41) suggest that copula de's 'regular' behavior with respect to the 
placement of tense, aspect and negation markers is the result of the fact that adverbial de. 
contrary to da, is part of the VP and was thus always, by the nature of its position within 
the clause, preceded by temporal and negation auxiliaries. Therefore the pattern illustrated 
in ( 40) is just a continuation of its pre-reanalysis pattern. 

Copula de can also occur sentence finally in BC as illustrated in (42). 

(42.1) Copul" de Occurring Sentence Finally 
So mi we di dia de. 

he show me where the deer COP 
'He showed me where the deer is.' 

(42 2) td m1staH. we paat yu bwaifren de. 
tell Mr. H. which part your boyfriend COP 
'Tell Mr H. where your boyfriend is.' 
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In the sentences in (42) de is not follow~ by a complement. Again it seems plausible to 
assume that copula .!k's sentence final occurrence is due to ~e fact that adverbial de is 
generally the final constituent of the verb phrase. · 

As illustrated above, de is also used as an existential copula and as a progressive 
marker. The spread of the locative copula to cover thes~ functions might have been 
induced by universal patterns since a relationship· between these functions has been 
attested in a great number cif languages. But since these functions are also related in some 
ofBCs substrate languages, such as the Kwa languages Ewe, Fon, it seems most plausible 
to assume that de's spread to these functions was prompted by substrate patterns6. 

This section showed that the locative copula de derived from the locational adverb 
de and that the two uses ofde are distinct in contemporary BC. 

4. THE 'COPULA DOMAIN' IN THE SUBSTRATE 
Finally, the question still remains why BC and other Caribbean Creoles developed 

similar rather fine-grained copula domains. When considering examples (43) through (45) 
which illustrate the extended copula domain of a few of BC's and other CEC's substrate 
languages, namely the Kwa languages Ewe, Fon and Akan, it becomes obvious that their· 
copula domain is similar to that ofits substrate languages. 

(43.1) The Copula Domain in Akan1 

me E :>tJletJleni8 class membership · 

COP teacher 
'I am a teacher.' 

(43.2) e-E Kwadow focus 

it-COP Kwadow 
'It is Kwadow.' 

(43.3) Kwasi nt! :>S:>fo:i. identity 

Kwasi COP priest 
'Kwasi is the priest.' 

(43.4) sukuu no w:, Kwmise locative 
school the COP Kwnase 
'The school is at Kumase.' 

(43.5) nnipa no w:, me possession 

people the COP me 
'The people are mine.' 

(43.6) na e-w::i ase. existential 

FOC it-COP reason 
'There is a reason (for that).' 

Migge (forthcoming) 
Examples are from Boadi 1969 and an Ashanti informant. 
Tone marks were left out for all examples. 
ne seems to be a combination out ofna 'focus marker' and~ 'be'. 
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(43.7) WO [f'-too b:ml n:i. 
you(sg)PROG-throw ball the 
'You are yhrowing the ball.' 

(44.1) Tlte Copula Domain in Fon 10 

sunu eb nvilt:m11 mEsi. 

man this COP teacher 
'This man is a teacher.' 

(44.2) eb :, !D'i m:ilikun t:in. 

this DET COP rice 3. per. sg. poss 
'This is his rice.' 

(443) kut:inu we nyi to q_axo benm t:in. 

Kotonu it-COP COP town big Benin poss 
'It is Kotonu which is the biggest town of Benin.' 

(444) wema IE !D'i towe 

book pl COP 2. per sg. poss 
'The books are yours.' 

(44.5) glesi :) QQ gle ta. 

farmer DET COP field head 
'The farmer is on the field.' 

(44.6) atinsinsm gege c[o'tiin1° er axe IDE. 
fruit many COP LOC market in 
'There are many fruits on the market.' 

(45.1) Tlte Copula Domain in Ewe13 

e !IE l]UtsU. 

he COP man 
'He is a man.' 

(45.2) e fia la~ 
he COP chief the 
'He is the chief' 

(45.3) x:, la e mia t::i.!IE 
house the COP me 1. per. sg. poss 
'The house is mine.' 

(454) x:, e. 

house it is 
'it is a house.' 

progressive 

class membership 

identity 

focus 

possessive 

locative 

existential 

class membership 

identity 

possessive 

focus 

'" Examples are from Hoftmann 1993. 
11 nyj_ 'be' can be replaced by t:m 'become' if its complement is a profession. 

To stress 'existence' QQ is replaces by tiin. 
11 Examples are from Westermann 1961. 
" 
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(45.5) e k X:J me. locative 
it COP house in 
'It is in the house.' 

(45.6) ga k afime. existentia/14 
money COP there 
'There is money there.' 

(45.7) me-k yiyim'. progressive 
1-PROG going 
'I am going.' 

Like BC, all three substrate languages distinguish equative and locative 
constructions. Akan also distinguishes identificational NP complements from 
class-membership NP complements within the equative category. Akan and Fon also 
employ similar copula elements in equative_ and focus constructions. In Ewe the 
postposed focus element ~ in (45.4) shows formal identity with the demonstrative 
pronoun. Like BC, Fon and Ewe also employ the same copula element in nominal and 
possessive constructions. Akan, on the contrary employs the locative copula in possessive 
constructions like the Surinamese Creoles. The great number of correspondence in the 
copula domain between BC and other CECs on the one hand and their substrate languages 
on the other suggest that the BC copula domain and by extension that of other CECs 
represent a calque on substrate patterns. 

5. CONCLUSION: DEVELOPMENT OF CREOLE COPULAS 
In (46) I give a summary overview of the development of the nominal and locative 

copulas da and de on the basis of the presented evidence from BC and evidence given in 
the literature from other Creoles. 

(46) Hypotltesizetl Process ofthe Dei•elopment oftlte Creole Copulas ,la mul ,le 
Nominal Locative 

- /II copula stage which had topic-comment - /II copula stage which had locative 
constructions of the form constructions of the form 
[NP] [.!!..a,..,+NP] [NP] [ ~ + (PP,00 )) 

TOPIC COMMENT SUBJECT PREDICATE 
- leveling of contrastive stress pattern and - reduction of pause between subj 

and loss of contrastive semantics ADV lk and ADV loses anaphoric 
value 

- reanalysis to (NP] [.da.,,•.,,,.,] [NP] - reanalysis to [NP] (ru:.,,•.100) [PP,00] 

SUBJ COP PREDICATE SUBJ COP PRED 
due to substrate patterns 

- establishes itself as a nominal copula - establishes itself as a locative copula 
- adaptation to new morpheme class - adaptation to new morpheme class 
- further diachronic change - further diachronic change 
- phonological change - phonological change 

It is not entirely sure whether this is truely an existenial sentence. 
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The proposed account in (46) is at variance with McWhorter (1993) with respect 
to several points. First, it assumes that Caribbean English Creoles did not emerge with 
one across-the-board copula de but with two distinct copulas, one in nominal 
environments, @, and one in locative environments, de. Second, the nominal copula da 
derives from da's focus function and not from its demonstrative function. Third, the 
locative copula de was reanalyzed from the locational adverb de, not from the (emphatic) 
nominal modifier de. Fourth, the emergence of the copula function of both da and fill was 
prompted by substrate patterns. 
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